
How can you develop your 
paper manipulation into a 

3D paper maquette?
Textiles 

Endeavour work
Key questions to research:
What is a toile?
How can I develop an idea?
What other fashion designers can I research to gain ideas?
How can I develop the toile bodice pattern shape to make it more individual?
What is a maquette?



Textiles Endeavour work

To develop your paper manipulation work further, you will need to 
focus on the core Langton values

Creativity
Take the most exciting techniques you have used in your paper 
manipulation and develop these through scale, placement, repeat 
and detail to create a 3D bodice. 

Confidence
You must be confident and have a go, be confident to take risks in 
this challenge. There is no wrong answer.

Ambition
Be ambitious with your ideas - how can you make this challenge 
personal and amazing? What limits can you push?

Independence
The work should be independent. Use fashion designers as 
inspiration, gather ideas to assist your ideas, but design and create 
in an independent way.



Key questions you may wish to consider:

• How will I create the base? What shape will this be?
• What can I do to the flat pattern piece to fit the body 

shape at the front?
• What is a dart?
• How can I ensure the paper pieces fit together?
• What detail can I add from my paper manipulation 

which develops further?
• How can I stick the sides together easily?

Make the 
maquette



Previous examples…. BUT…
What can you do to make yours more original and exciting?
How can you develop the base shape to make it different?
What combinations or developments from your paper manipulation can you 
add?
How can you be inspired by other fashion designers?

Make the maquette ideally no bigger than 30 cm x 30cm



Revisit the question: Have 
you answered it?

How have you develoed
your paper manipulation 

into a 3D paper maquette?

Textiles 
Endeavour work

Bring your paper manipulation pages x 2 and your 3D maquette to your first lesson in Sept


